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ABSTRACT

COARSE GRAINED MODELING OF DIRECTED ASSEMBLY TO FORM FUNCTIONAL
NANOPOROUS FILMS

Amir Al Khatib, Master of Science
Department of Electrical Engineering
Northern Illinois University, 2016
Venumadhav Korampally, Director
Subramanian Sankaranarayanan, Co-Director

A coarse-grained (CG) simulation of polyethylene glycol (PEG) and
Polymethylsilsesquixane nanoparticle (PMSSQ) referred to as (NP) at different sizes and
concentrations were done using the Martini coarse-grained (CG) force field. The interactions
between CG PEG and CG NP were parameterized from the chemical compound of each
molecule and based on Martini force field. NP particles migrates to the surface of the substrate in
an agreement with the experimental output at high temperature of 800K. This demonstration of
nanoparticles-polymer film to direct it to self-assemble a systematically spatial pattern using the
substrate surface energy as the key gating parameter. Validation of the model comparing
molecular dynamics simulations with experimental data collected from previous study. NP
interaction with the substrate at low interactions energy using Lennard-Johns potential were able
to direct the NP to self-assemble in a hexagonal shape up to 4 layers above the substrate. This
thesis established that substrate surface energy is a key gating parameter to direct the collective
behavior of functional nanoparticles to form thin nanoporous films with spatially predetermined
optical/dielectric constants.
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CHAPTER 1
BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
1.1

Introduction

Integrated circuits that have improved functionality and speed in a smaller package, with
a less power usage are always desired in the microelectronics industry, new technologies such as
transformation optics that requires a complex spatial pattern and gradients of optical constant
which are complex to systematically pattern [1]. The fabrication of such integrated circuits
requires the availability of materials with low or ultralow dielectric constant and complex spatial
patterns, currently there are no known technique that produce a systematic spatial control of inplane optical/dielectric constants for thin films with a cost-effective and high throughput manner.
This thesis tackle this challenge by developing a new nanofabrication process that lead to highthroughput fabrication with a cost-effectiveness in mind. The research used the thermodynamics
of the nanoparticles-polymer film to direct it to self-assemble a systematically spatial pattern
using the substrate surface energy as the key gating parameter to self-assembly of film patterns
with user predetermined optical/dielectric profile. Little progress in understanding of these
process has been achieved, because of the lack of simulation work in this new area. Coarsegrained molecular dynamics simulations made in this thesis to investigate the thermodynamics,
structure, and dynamics of these systems and to seek predictive methods predictable for their
properties.
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The coarse-grained model explained later in the thesis evaluate the system behavior under
high temperature regime above the decomposition temperature of the polymer phase, this model
is then used to understand the mechanism of directed assembly process leading to the formation
of thin films with controlled nanoporosity to test the current hypothesis on preferential
segregation of either of the phases; polymer and dispersed nanoparticles on the interface that is
leading to profound morphological changes across the thickness of the film.

1.2

Objective of the Work

The research addresses a key problem in nanofabrication, which is the unavailability of a
controlled nanofabrication technique that can lead to a formation of a systematic spatial patterns
with control over its in-plane optical/dielectric constants of thin film with a cost-effective and
high throughput manner. The current techniques to control Nano-scale assembly such as
electrically guided assembly [2-3], induced magnetic field [4-5] and laser induced [6-7], Figure 1
shows a one-dimensional magnetic Ni-Co alloy microwire assembly guided by induced
magnetic field. The only reliable means to control the local optical constants of a film on a
substrate is through the top-down approach of depositing the film with known optical constants
and patterning it to contain discrete sub-wavelength voids, the spatial densities of which would
determine the effective refractive index of that particular film region. These techniques offer a
good handle to assemble nanoparticles, but they have a poor overall fabrication through-put, high
cost and undesired optical losses due to scattering.
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Figure 1:

Magnetic field induced assembly [8]

One important technology that relies on such a complex spatial pattern is transformation
optics that is thought to be the future of optical integrated circuits. Transformation optics can
give an unprecedented flexibility to precisely control the trajectory of light, this technology will
lead to a more efficient and compact implementation of various on-chip optical elements.
The objective of the present research is to grow, and characterize organosilicate
nanoparticles (NP) and polyethylene glycol (PEG) material on different substrates namely silicon
wafer, using the atmospheric pressure and at high temperature technique. The model used has
been specially designed and built for this purpose. We started by growing a substrate and
depositing NP and PEG on this substrate, using Martini force field that are published in the
literature to simulate the system. By doing so, we can compare our results with experimental
results.
The main focus of the present research, however, is to establish that the surface energy of
the substrates can guide the assembly of nanoporous material and to examine the quality of the
layer.
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There are no established works in this direction, and it is our hope that the work
presented here will open new avenues of research in this field.

1.3

Importance of this Research

The importance of this research is that it develop a new conceptual framework of
harnessing substrate surface chemical functionality as a key gating parameter to direct the
collective behavior of functional nanoparticles in forming thin nanoporous films with a spatially
predetermined dielectrical constants. Our main investigation is directed towards the assembly
within systems of nanoparticles and polymer under high temperature, a temperature that is above
the decomposition temperature of the polymer PEG, and gated by the substrate surface energy.
This thesis fill the critical gap in nanofabrication, the non-availability of reliable
techniques for systematic spatial pattern control of in-plane optical/dielectric constants of thin
films. Filling this gap will lead to a transformative impact on different fields such as, sensors,
electronics, plasmonic lenses, light concentrator and on-chip optics. Specific objective have been
met in this research: Established that substrate surface energy is a key gating parameter to form
thin nanoporous films with spatially predetermined optical/dielectric constants.

1.4

Significant Prior Research

This thesis is built on the preliminary research conducted by Dr. Korampally in the area
of nanoporous dielectrics. From the many techniques of controlling nanoscale assembly, the
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use of substrate surface energy to control the nanostructure of the overlying films is the most
promising [9-10].
Substrate surface energies can be patterned relatively easily by a chemical mean with the
best possible spatial resolution compared to other techniques. Some success has been noted in
using the substrate surface energy as a gating parameter to direct the collective behavior of
functional nanoparticles in forming thin nanoporous films[9-10], Figure 2 shows the process
for surface-guided formation of nanoporous organosilicate patterns (NPO) using the substrate
surface energy as a key gating parameter under high temperature, Polymethylsilsesquixane
(PMSSQ) nanoparticle-polypropylene glycol(PPG) films were used in this study deposited on a
chemically patterned substrate and then subjected to a high temperature t=500C°. The full
potential has not yet been achieved, this is because for low temperature a formation of wetting
phases at the substrate interface masks the substrate surface groups from affecting the bulk
morphology of the system, and therefore rendering the substrate surface inconsequential. While
systems behavior at high temperature above the decomposition of the polymer phase is a less
explored area. Substrate surface interface at a high temperature is not masked, and segregation
of the polymer and nanoparticles at the interface leads to profound morphological changes
across the entire bulk of the film upon reaching equilibrium. Therefore this thesis study
systems at high temperature where substrate surface is enabled to achieve a nanoporous
dielectric thin film formation.
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Figure 2:

Process for surface-guided formation of NPO patterns under high temperature

CHAPTER 2
RESEARCH APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

Accomplishing our objectives of developing a unified model system of directed assembly
to form functional nanoporous films, the thesis built on the use of nanoporous organosilicate
(NPO); Polymethylsilsesquixane (PMSSQ) nanoparticles with Polyethylene glycol(PEG)composites which is being studied further more as our model system, we validate this particular
system through the use of molecular dynamics (MD)simulations. Simulating such systems with
various nanoparticle surface functionalization, substrate surface functionality, different chain
lengths of the thermally labile polymer PEG and different processing conditions. MD is the
primary method to realize this research objectives, it can simulate the structure and also has a
high predictive ability with the careful selection of the force field.

2.1

The Basic Machinery

Molecular dynamics is computational modeling technique that uses mathematics, physics
and computer science to study the behavior of complex systems through computer simulations,
incorporates time as one of its natural variables, therefore it is the natural choice to investigate
any time related quantities, it is deterministic technique, meaning given an initial sets of
positions and velocities the subsequent time evolution is in principle completely determined. The
computer simulation will calculates the trajectory at the end position, therefore it is an ideal tool
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to study structures and thermodynamics of a particular model system [11]. Classical MD uses
time evolution of a set of interacting atoms followed by integrating their equations of motion.
The trajectories are obtained from Newton's second law of motion [12]

𝐹𝑖 = 𝑚𝑖 𝑎𝑖
𝑎𝑖 =

i=1, 2... N

𝑑 2 𝑟𝑖
𝑑𝑡 2

(2.1.1)
(2.1.2)

Where for each atom i in a system constituted by N atoms, ri, mi, and ai are position, mass,
and acceleration respectively of a particle i, and Fi is the total force exerted on the particle.
An important ingredient of MD is the choice of the potential for the system, a function

V (r1,…, rN)

(2.1.3)

For the position of the nuclei representing the potential energy of the system, this
potential is relative to the positions of the atoms with respect to each other. Forces are then
derived as the gradients of the potential with respect to the atomic displacements [11]:
Fi = −∇ri V (r1,…, rN)

(2.1.4)

The simplest choice for V is to write it as a sum of pairwise interactions:
V (r1 … rN) = ∑𝑖 ∑𝑗>𝑖 𝜑(|𝑟𝑖 − 𝑟𝑗 |)

(2.1.5)

The j>i has the purpose of considering each atom only once. In this thesis for the potential use
we will be using the Lennard-Jones potential.
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2.2

Lennard-Jones Potential

Nonbonded interactions is described using Lennard-Jones (LJ) 12-6 potential energy
function expression
𝑈𝐿𝐽 (𝑟) = 4𝜀𝑖𝑗 [(

𝜎𝑖𝑗 12
)
𝑟

−(

𝜎𝑖𝑗 6
)
𝑟

]

(2.2.1)

where ULJ(r) is the intermolecular potential between the two atoms, σij represent the closest
distance of approach between two particles where intermolecular potential between the two
particles is zero and εij is the well depth and a measure of how strongly the two particles attract
each other, εij = 0 for particles bonded to each other, r is the distance of separation between both
particles [13], Figure 3 shows a graphical description of the parameters.

Figure 3:

LJ potential [14]

The potential has an attractive tail at large r, and it is strongly repulsive at shorter
1

distance, passing through 0 at r=σ and increasing steeply as r is decreased further. The term r12
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dominate at short distance and it models the repulsion between atoms when they are brought
1

very close to each other. The term r6 dominate at large distance and it models the attractive part
[15]. The choice of LJ potential is standard when the focus is on the fundamental issues, rather
than studying the properties of a specific material.

2.3

Realism of the Forces

In molecular dynamics atoms interact with each other, these interactions originate forces
which act upon atoms, and atoms move under the action of these instantaneous forces, as atoms
moves their relative positions change and forces change as well, therefore the simulation is real
since it mimic the behavior of the real systems at the interatomic level, the realism of simulation
depends on the potential chosen to reproduce the behavior of the material under the conditions at
which the simulation is running.
The LJ potential has an infinite range therefore we had to establish a cut off radius Rc and
disregard interactions between atoms that are greater than Rc. Rc is usually chosen at 3-5 the σ
value.

2.4

Periodic Boundary Conditions

Atoms at the boundaries would have less neighbors than atoms inside the simulation box
that is the model is surrounded by surface, this situation would be unrealistic in some cases, the
solution is to use a periodic boundary conditions [11], imagine as the atoms are enclosed in a box
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and this box is replicated to infinity by translation in all three Cartesian coordinates, this means
that if one at the boundary it would have a replicate in the box next to it, essentially a particle
crossing a boundary of the simulation box emerge back from the opposite side. Figure 4 shows
the periodic boundary condition representation to better clarify it.

Figure 4:

Shows the periodic boundary condition [16]

In this thesis we are studying the substrate surface effect on the NP-PEG model, therefore
we have to remove the periodic condition in the Z axis while retaining it in the orthogonal plane.
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2.5

Coarse-Grain Model

This thesis uses the Coarse-grained molecular dynamics models (CG), it treats small
groups of atoms as single particle, and ideally every four heavy atoms are represented by a single
interaction center noted as a bead. The simulation of a coarse-grained system requires less
resources and goes faster than that for the same system in all-atomic representation [13].

2.6

MARTINI Force Field

In this research we will use the MARTINI force field [13], This is a CG model provides a
good description of the overall chain flexibility and configurations, MARTINI force field has
been parameterized in a systematic way, based on the reproduction of partitioning free energies
between polar and apolar phases of a large number of chemical compounds. MARTINI force
field described by Marrink[13] it consider four main types of interaction sites characterized as:
Polar(P), nonpolar(N), apolar(C), and charged(Q); furthermore the main type is divided into
subtypes total number 18, it is to allow for more accurate representations of the chemical nature
of the atoms and they are either distinguished by a letter denoting the hydrogen-bonding
capabilities such as, donor=d, acceptor=a, both=da, and none=0, or a number to indicate the
degree of polarity assigned to the heavy atom, it goes from 1 low polarity to 10 high polarity,
Figure 5 is an example image of a mapping of some molecules using the MARTINI force field,
the image was taken using VMD [17]
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Figure 5:

Mapping chemical structure with respect to Martini coarse-grain model [13]

The force field is characterized by a bonded and nonbonded interactions, for nonbonded
interactions the force field uses the LJ potential between the atoms, the effective size, σ = 0.47
nm, assumed for each interaction pair. The interaction strength ε of each of the interaction levels
is as follows, the levels of interaction indicates the well depth in the LJ potential : O, ε= 5.6
kJ/mol; I, ε = 5.0 kJ/mol; II, ε = 4.5 kJ/mol; III, ε = 4.0 kJ/mol; IV, ε = 3.5 kJ/mol; V, ε = 3.1
kJ/mol; VI, ε = 2.7 kJ/mol; VII, ε = 2.3 kJ/mol; VIII, ε = 2.0 kJ/mol; and IX, ε = 2.0 kJ/mol (with
σ = 0.62 nm)
The interaction strength is divided into 10 levels, each level has a specific value and
correspond to different interactions. Table 1 summarize the different interactions [13].
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Table 1
Interaction Matrix
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For bonded interactions, the bonds are described by a weak harmonic potential Vbond(R).

Vbond (R) =

1
2

𝐾𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑 (𝑅 − 𝑅𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑 )2

(2.6.1)

Where Kbond is the bond force constant = 1250 KJ mol-1 nm-2, R is the instantaneous bond
length, and Rbond = σ =0.47 nm at equilibrium distance [13] is the bond length at the minimum
energy. LJ interaction is excluded between bonded particles.
To represent chain stiffness a weak harmonic potential Vangle (ϴ) of cosine type is used
for the angles [13]

𝑉𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 (𝜃) =

1
2

𝐾𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 {cos(𝜃) − cos(𝜃0 )}2

(2.6.2)

Where the force constant for aliphatic chains Kangle = 25 KJ mol-1, and equilibrium bond
angle ϴ0 =180 ͦ. For angles involving the cis double bond is set to Kangle = 45 KJ mol-1 and
equilibrium bond angle ϴ0 =120 ͦ. For trans-unsaturated bonds Kangle = 45 KJ mol-1 and
equilibrium bond angle ϴ0 =180 ͦ. For LJ interactions between second nearest neighbors are not
excluded. More detailed values are used from reference [18].
For ring particles CG map 3 to 1 to preserve the geometry and it is labeled “S”, the σ of
the LJ potential is set to 0.43 rather than 0.47 nm and ε scaled to 75% of original value [13].
The dynamics of the system is affected by the assignment of masses to the CG beads, for
computational efficiency, standard masses m= 72 amu is used. Beads in ring structures have
mass = 45 amu.
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2.7

Choosing Software

There are many packages for MD simulations, the one that is used in this thesis is NAMD
[19], it is a parallel molecular dynamics code designed for high-performance simulation of large
biomolecular systems, and uses the popular molecular graphics program Visual Molecular
Dynamics (VMD) [17] for trajectory analysis by looking at the atoms with different
representations to understand the system under study.

.

CHAPTER 3
MODEL, METHODS AND SIMULATION DETAILS
3.1

Model and Methods

Three general steps to set up the model, the first step is to map the chemical structure of
the molecules to the correct CG representation and geometry file, second step is to select the
appropriate force field; bonded, non-bonded, angles, and dihedrals interaction, and finally set up
the configuration file. Figure 6 shows the flow chart for the process of running a MD simulation
model.

Figure 6:

Flow chart of MD process. [20]
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To optimize our model, a comparison with the experimental result have been conducted,
also a slight alternative assignment of particle types may significantly improve the model. Unlike
the plenty amount of experimental data [9-10], computational modeling has not been done
before, this is the first model system established, this thesis presents the first simulations of such
system and discuss the structure-determined transport properties and dynamics of the system.
The coarse-grained simulation were performed with NAMD molecular dynamics package
software, based on [18] we used Polyethylene glycol (PEG) Mn =400 instead of propylene glycol
(PPG) Mn =425 that is used in the experimental tests, that doesn't change much of our purpose
since both molecules has the same characteristics in MARTINI and since a study has been made
and proved by G. Rossi[18] for PEG. The chemical structure of PEG in Figure 7 is presented.
PMSSQ as the nanoparticle (NP) structure is presented in Figure 8 and for a substrate used
silicone substrate denoted by (GRA). To map CG model for PEG we built a 7 beads structure
referring to the PEG molecule from Figure 7, each bead represent the PEG monomer C-O-C,
PEG which is an amphiphilic in nature therefore we mapped it with polar (SP1) model in
MARTINI force field, interaction strength ϵ=3.375 KJ/mol, σ= 4.3 A° for the LJ Nonbonded
interactions and Rbond=3.3 A°, Kbond = 17000 kJ mol-1 nm-2 for the bonded interaction; full list of
the parameters are presented in table 2. The PMSSQ which is a hydrophobic molecule mapped to
a P5 with interaction strength ϵ=3.1 KJ/mol. We assume 1 bead of P5 surrounded by 100 beads
of the methyl group denoted by C1. The silicon substrate is denoted by C8. Table 3 and 4 gives
an overview of the molecules and their bonded and nonbonded interactions. For the angle
potential between the PEG beads, Kangle = 85 kJ/mol and θ = 130 cos represented in table 5[18].
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Figure 7:

Figure 8:

PEG structure and the CG representation of PEG

PMSSQ structure and the CG representation of NP
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Table 2
Bonded and Nonbonded Parameters Used for CG PEG [18]
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Table 3
Nonbonded Interactions Parameters
Nonbonded interactions

ϵ(kJ/mol)

σ(Angstroms)

SP1

SP1

3.37

4.82

C1

C1

3.49

5.27

C8

C8

3.49

1.27

P5

P5

5.59

79.84

C8

C8

3.49

1.27

C8

SP1

0.92

5.05

C8

C1

4.33

5.27

C8

P5

4.84

42.55

P5

SP1

5.59

5.27

P5

C1

1.99

42.55

SP1

C1

0.92

22.05
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Table 4
Bonded Interactions Parameters

Bonded interaction parameters

K( kcal_th/mol/ Å 2) 𝑅𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑 (Å)

P5

P5

1.4937

4.7

P5

SP1

1.4937

4.7

P5

C1

1.4937

4.7

SP1

SP1

20.316

3.3

Table 5
PEG Bead Backbone Angles
Bead

Bead

Bead

K(kJ/mol)

SP1

SP1

SP1

85

3.2

𝜃
130 cos

Simulation Details

NAMD simulation consist of 3 required steps, 1st set up a geometry files that describe the
positions and velocities of each atom, they are referred to as protein data bank file (PDB) which
covers the positions of each atom and initial velocities, and a protein structural file (PSF) that
covers how each atom is connected to the other, and contains 6 sections of interest they are:
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atoms symbol used, bonds, angles, dihedrals, improper, and cross forces. The PDB is generated
with Packmol software [21], Packmol creates an initial point for molecular dynamics simulations
by packing molecules in defined regions of space. The generated PDB file had a 600 NP with
60000 methyl group assembly and 5000 PEG beads. The tolerance between each atom was set to
4 Å and built inside a cubic box of 300 Å on X, Y, and Z axes. PACKMOL packs all the atoms
and assigns none repeated positions for each atom, then we have to assign the connectivity
between the beads using the Martini topology file, the topology file has the mass, type of
interaction site, bonds, and angles; using PSFGEN to combine all the interactions in one PSF
file. The 2nd step describe the force field, parameters, bonds, nonbonded, angles and dihedral,
they are described earlier in a GROMACS parameter files . Third step the configuration file, this
tells NAMD how to run virtually everything about the simulation to be done, such as the
temperature, time step, cutoff, periodic boundary conditions, Martini parameter files.
Figure 9 shows the flowchart on how to start an NAMD simulation. Once we have the
topology file, parameter files, NAMD configuration file, the next step that follows is to simulate
the system is to perform a minimization, this will remove any interactions in the system that
might cause numerical integrators to become unstable when it is the time to run dynamic
simulation. Once minimization is done the system would be ready for long simulations, we then
run the simulations on the high performance cluster Carbon, and analyze the resultant trajectory
file.
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Figure 9:

Flowchart indicating the role of files as used by VMD, NAMD, and PSFGEN

3.2.1

Model System 1

The first model used for low interactions energy between NP (P5) and substrate (C8), ε =
4.85 kJ/mol, σ = 42.5 Aͦ, and values from table 2, 3, and 4. Time step for the simulation was 20fs,
the simulation box used periodic boundary conditions in the orthogonal plane and no boundary
condition in the Z axis, the temperature (T) was kept fixed at 800 ͦK which is the decomposition
temperature for PEG molecules, and pressure was fixed at 1 bar, this simulation is known as
NPT (constant particles number, pressure and temperature). The substrate was set fixed while the
600 beads of NP and 5000 beads of PEG were free to move, Figure 10 shows the system
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overview, Cutoff at 90 Angstroms, pairlistdist at 150 Angstroms, it is important to mention here
the difference between the cutoff and the pairlistdist; critical parameter for non-bonded
interaction calculations is the parameter pairlistdist, using this parameter to reduce the cost of
performing the non-bonded interactions, NAMD uses a non-bonded pairlistdist which contained
all pairs of atoms for which non-bonded interactions should be calculated Figure 11 give a good
representation of these two parameters. The simulation run for 9167000 steps. Writing trajectory
file every 1000 step. The simulation run 9167000 steps * 20fs=183.34 ns total time.

Figure 10:

Figure 11:

Simulated system overview

Cutoff and pair list distance representation
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To improve the model, we fine-tuned the parametrization of van der Waals interactions of
specific NP-substrate pairs to achieve the best agreement between the CG distributions and the
experimental outcome reported to us.

3.2.2

Model System 2

Using the same parameters as in tables 2,3,and 4, with the same number of beads as in
model 1, and same configuration file, but with a modification of the epsilon value only for the LJ
potential between the C8 and P5 beads, we used ε = 21.58 kJ/mol, to test the effect of potential
change on the system.

3.2.3

Model system 3

This model consist of 600 NP beads and 5000 PEG beads, with the same parameters as
model 1, except this simulation used a lower epsilon interaction between the SP1 and C8, ε =
0.08 kJ/mol. Keeping the temperature high at T=800 ͦ K, time step of 20 fs , and run NPT
(constant pressure and temperature) simulation. This model tests the effect of lower interaction
of the polymer with respect to the substrate.
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3.2.4

Model system 4

Model consist of 600 NP beads and 5000 PEG beads, with the same parameters as model
1, except this simulation used a higher epsilon interaction between the SP1 and C8, ε = 3.01
kJ/mol. Keeping the temperature high at T=800 ͦ K and time step of 20 fs , simulation run in
NPT. This model tests the effect of higher interaction of the polymer with respect to the
substrate.

3.2.5

Model system 5

Model consist of 5000 PEG beads only with no NP beads, the simulation run with same
parameters from table 2, 3, and 4. Two different runs with this model, the first simulation was
with temperature at T=300 ͦ K and the second simulation with T = 800 ͦ K. The model gives a
better understanding of the variation in temperature and the effect on PEG molecules.

3.2.6

Model system 6

Model build up with 600 NP beads and 5000 PEG beads, using the parameters from table
2, 3, and 4. Simulation was carried out in NPT, with temperature at T = 300 ͦ K.

CHAPTER 4
RESULTS

We validated the MARTINI model 1 described above by verifying to what extent it is
able to reproduce the expected outcome similar to what we have seen in the experimental data.
Figure 12 shows a side view with respect to time the model developed to show the final output,
where the PEG particles are segregated to the substrate followed by the NP. The NP formed an
ordered porous structure up to 3 layers on the substrate.

A

C
Figure 12:

B

D

The CG model for model system 1, in figure A it is the initial structure at t =0s
followed by B, C and D the final step at time=176.82 ns.
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Analyzing the density profile above the substrate satisfy our conclusion that the
nanoparticles are forming a nanoporous structure above the substrate and up to 3 layers
Figure 13 shows the density profile plot of nanoparticles density with respect to the Z
axis. Figure 14 shows the density profile plot of PEG particles with respect to Z axis.
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Model 1 density profile plot of nanoparticles with respect to Z axis.
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Figure 14:

Model 1 density profile for PEG particles with respect to Z axis

Figure 15 shows a side view of the first layer of the ordering of the NP at the
substrate, it is clear that the PEG are settling at the substrate followed by the NP.

Figure 15:

Side view of the first layer of ordered NP at the substrate.
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Figure 16 shows a top view of model 1 with respect to time evolution, where it is clear
that the NP are segregated to the substrate and filling the entire area. NP are forming an ordered
hexagonal lattice at the substrate level, indicating the formation of a nanoporous film with equal
distance between each particle. Using VMD the distance measured between the two NP particles
porous size of 55 nm Figure 17.

A

D

Figure 16:

B

C

E

F

Shows a top view of the model with respect to time evolution. 15-A is the
initial positions at t=0ns. And 15-F is the final position at t= 183.34 ns.
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Figure 17:

Distances between two consecutive NP

Looking at the structure trajectory file using VMD we see the self-assembly of NP and
PEG on the substrate, this assembly was guided by the surface attraction of the substrate to the
NP molecules in the system at the high temperature, and low surface energy between C8 and P5,
forming a nanoporous film at the substrate level.

Looking at model 2 which have a higher interaction potential epsilon between the NP and
substrate, the total time taken for the NP to segregate to the substrate level equal 2.84ns, at
temperature = 800 ͦ K, Figure 18 shows the top view of the system and showing only the 1st layer.
It is clear also that fewer number of PEG was collected at the substrate compared to the lower
interaction model 1. Nanoparticles are forming an ordered hexagonal structure at the substrate.
This results with an agreement with the experimental results collected from [9-10]
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Figure 18:

Model 2 high interaction epsilon between P5 and C8.

The density profile analysis of model 2 confirm our hypothesis of forming a
collapsed pore at the substrate guiding by the high surface energy of the substrate, Figure
19 give the density profile of nanoparticles with respect to Z axis above the substrate.
Figure 20 gives the density profile for the PEG particles above the substrate with respect to
the Z axis.
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Model 2 density profile for the nanoparticles with respect to Z axis.
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Figure 20:

Model 2 density profile for the PEG particles with respect to the Z axis

Figure 21 shows the side view of model 2 where it is clear the NP are forming the first
ordered layer at the substrate.
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Figure 21:

Side view of model 2.

Model systems 3 where we considered lowering the interaction between the PEG
and the substrate. Total time for the simulation 4.08ns. This simulation we noticed
forming the first layer of the porous structure at the substrate. Figure 22 shows the
density profile for the nanoparticles at the substrate with respect to Z axis. Lower number
of PEG particles are segregating to the substrate as analyzed by the density profile from
Figure 23. Lowering the interaction between the PEG and the substrate didn’t have any
effect on the overall film formation, Figure 24 shows a side and top view of the film
formation for this model.
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Density profile plot for NP
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Figure 22:
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Model 3 density profile for nanoparticles with respect to Z axis.

Model 3 density profile for PEG with respect to Z axis
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Figure 24:

Model 3 side and top view.

Model 4, high interactions between SP1 and C8 respectively did not affect the
overall system formation of ordered nanoporous film. Model 4 run for total time of
2.184ns. This simulation we noticed forming the first layer of the porous structure at the
substrate. Figure 25 shows the density profile for the nanoparticles at the substrate with
respect to Z axis. Higher number of PEG particles are segregating to the substrate as
analyzed by the density profile from Figure 26. Higher interaction between the PEG and
the substrate didn’t have any effect on the overall film formation, Figure 27 shows a side
and top view of the film formation for this model.
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Density profile plot for NP
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Figure 25:

Model 4 density profile for nanoparticles with respect to Z axis.

Figure 26:

Model 4 density profile for PEG particle with respect to Z axis.
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Figure 27:

Model 4 side and top view.

Model system 5 where we simulated a system of PEG beads with two different
temperatures. Figure 28 shows the PEG simulation at low temperature.

Figure 28:

PEG beads simulated at low temperature T= 300 ͦ K, PEG are accumulating
together without moving to the substrate.
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To test the realism of our simulation, PEG particles alone with the substrates are
simulated in a system at temperature T=300 ͦ K, the results were PEG molecules accumulated
bonded together and did not move towards the substrate Figure 28. This is the reason for using
all our simulations at high temperature.
At high temperatures T= 800 ͦ K above the decomposition temperature of PEG, we
noticed that the molecules started moving towards the substrate Figure 29. We conclude that
PEG has to be simulated at high temperature to be of particular use in the system.

Figure 29:

A

B

C

D

5000 PEG beads simulated at T=800K. 20-A is the initial frame at t=0s
followed by B, C and then D. total time = 11.304 ns.
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Model 6 simulation of PEG and NP at low temperature T=300 ͦ K, showed that the PEG
particles are accumulating around the nanoparticles and preventing the NP from moving towards
the substrate Figure 30. This model proving that in order to form a thin film guided by the
substrate we need to simulate the particles at high temperatures.

Figure 30:

Model 6 NP and PEG simulation at low temperature T=300 ͦ K.

TO summarize our results, formation of thin films porous and collapse pore
structure at high temperatures is guided by the surface energy of the substrate. Table 6
gives a summary of the total steps and time to reach equilibrium for each model.
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Table 6
Total Steps and Time for each Model
Model system

Description

Total steps

Total time (ns)

1

Low-interaction P5-C8

9167000

183.34

2

High-interaction P5-C8

142000

2.84

3

PEG low-interaction SP1-C8

204000

4.08

4

PEG High-interaction SP1-C8

109200

2.184

5

PEG At low-interaction T=300 ͦ K

150000

3

PEG At low-interaction T=800 ͦ K

113040

11.304

NP and PEG at low T=300 Kͦ

10000

0.2

6

CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION

In this thesis we presented the development of coarse-grained models of PEG and NP
molecules, models presented relied on the MARTINI parameterization force field used in [18],
the best compromise for the interactions between the PEG, NP and the substrate was by adjusting
the model from [18] to increase the epsilon ε energy for LJ non-bonding interactions between the
particles of SP1 and C8, between C1 and C8, and between C8 and P5. Keeping the distance
sigma σ the same unchanged for these particles. We did not include the dihedral angles for PEG
in this study, as this topology with no dihedral angle provided better performance in terms of the
stability of the system. This research will continue to improve the findings, include different NP
assemblies, use different potential between the beads, and to include the dihedrals angles in the
future work. Finally Figure 31 shows the final output of model 1 with a bead representation.

Figure 31:

CG simulation of PEG and NP

CHAPTER 9
CONCLUSION

CG model procedure basically consisted of splitting each molecule into beads, depending
on its physicochemical behavior, then afterward assigning one of the bead types proposed by
Marrink and coworkers [13]. The proposed CG model that have been simulated in this thesis
give a validation to the experimental work. Our models 1 and 2 simulations confirm the initial
hypothesis that substrate surface energy can be a guide to form spatial systematic nanoporous
films at high temperature.
The CG models correlated to the experimental data, at high surface energy we found a
collapse pore formation and at low surface energy a porous region.
This thesis give a fundamental data using the computation models to relate how surface
energy influences the nanoparticle organization across thin films and a fundamental
nanofabrication assembly.
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